# Plasti-dip coating of LNA boards

**Affected item(s):**
A small number of the 56 deployed BFIF boxes at the MRO on long baseline tiles.

**Technical description of change:**
Some LNA boards returned due to early or installation failures of the boards were discovered to have a plasti-dip coating that appeared to have metallic particles in it, when the coating was peeled off the boards. All plasti-dip colours are supposed to be electrically insulating, but it is not possible to conclusively guarantee that the particles would not affect the RF performance of the LNA. The Plasti-dip colour that was positively identified to have particles in the mix was “Anthracite Grey”. The Blue colour used for EDA LNA, and the Matt Black normally used for MWA were seen to be entirely non-metallic. “Gunmetal Grey” was also examined, and found not to have metallic particles.

All future purchases of Plasti-dip should be either Matt Black or Blue to ensure no metallic particles exist.

**Reason for change and expected benefits:**
While we could not find any link between (apparently) metallic particles and either LNA board failure or RF band-shape issues, it is not worth the risk fielding boards coated in Anthracite Grey Plasti-dip.